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Abstract 
Mulders, T.. Finding non-trivial elements in K1(OF) for imaginary quadratic number fields F, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 82 (1992) 175-194. 
For an imaginary quadratic number field Fit is hard to point out non-trivial elements in K2(0,), 
due to a lack of units in S,. 
Two maps H and I are compared and proved to be equal. Using properties of I and the 
description of H, we are able to point out non-trivial elements in K2(UF) for imaginary 
quadratic number fields F. 
Introduction 
In algebraic K-theory abelian groups K,,(R), K,(R) and K,(R) are defined for 
all rings R. 
Let F be a number field and S a finite set of primes of F, containing the infinite 
primes. By (~7~ we will denote the set of S-integers of F, i.e. OS = {a E F 1 u,,(a) 2 
0 for all p $ S}. It is known that K,,(r?$) E L G3 Cl((!$) and K, ((!TT) z Og, so the 
computation of K,,(Qs) and K,(Qs) are in fact number-theoretic problems. For 
K2(QS) the situation is not that clear. We now only have some exact sequences 
(see [ll] and [4]) relating K2((!Ts) an some number-theoretic objects. d 
One of the maps in such an exact sequence is I : p,, CT4 C1(O,T) + K2( Q) ln, when 
F contains a primitive nth root of unity. Using this map one can prove that for 
many number fields F, K2(fTF) (OF is the set of algebraic integers of F) is 
generated by Dennis-Stein symbols, elements in K2(oF) of special type (see [6]). 
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In the proof of this result one needs that OF contains many units. If F is an 
imaginary quadratic field, 0:. is finite and in this case it is even hard to point out 
non-trivial elements in K2(OF). 
In this paper we will define a map H : p,, @Cl(O.Y)+ K2(Os)l~. Although it 
appears that H and I are different we will show that they coincide. Using H we 
are then able to find non-trivial elements in K2(OF), even when 0: if finite. Some 
examples are included. 
The material presented here is a partially modified version of part of the 
author’s thesis [7]. For definitions and basic facts from K-theory one can consult 
for example [5]. 
1. The map H : p, @Cl(Os)+ K,(B,)ln 
Let F be a number field, containing a primitive nth root of unity, and let S be a 
finite set of primes of F, containing the infinite primes. 
Let n be a non-zero ideal of O.$ and b E [a]-’ E C1(O.s) such that n and 11 are 
relatively prime. Then we have a split exact sequence of Qmodules 
0-nb---+ (tcT3b-q -0 
c -(c, -c) 
(4 b) -a+b 
Since clb is a principal ideal, we see that n @ b is a free O,s-module of rank 2. For 
a,, E n and b,, E b such that a,, + b,, = 1 and co E nb such that nb = co’?& we can 
take as OS-basis of n@b 
((a,,, b,,), (co, -cd> . (1) 
Now let { E O.s be an nth root of unity and let &, @ l,, denote the OS-homo- 
morphism of R @ b which sends (a, b) to ([a, b). Then the matrix of I&, @ l,, on 
basis (1) is 
A= 
(5 - l)c,, 
(l - &~b,,ic,, u ’ 
where u = a,, + lb, and u’ = <a,, + b,,. An easy calculation shows that det(A) = 5. 
Now choose an O.s-basis of n @ b @ O,s and let A” be the matrix of &, @ lb @ (5 m’)o,s 
on this basis. Then 
A” E SL,(Os) c sL(O.Y) 
By [l, 4.31 we have SL(O.s) = E(O,s), so there is x E St(Os) such that 4(x) = A”, 
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where 4 denotes the usual map from the Steinberg group to 
group. Since (A” )” = I?, where Z, denotes the 3 X 3 identity 
X” E K,(q). 
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the elementary linear 
matrix, we have that 
Before we proceed we mention two facts about Dedekind domains. For this, let 
R be a Dedekind domain. 
Lemma 1.1. If n and 0 are non-zero ideals of R, then 
[(I] = [[I] a n ^I b as R-modules. 0 
Lemma 1.2. If (t and b are non-zero ideals of R, then we have an isomorphism of 
R-modules 
Now suppose that n’ E [n] and 6’ E [‘I’]-’ = [n]-’ such that n’ and 6’ are 
relatively prime. Let A”’ be the matrix of &,, $ l,), @ ({ m’)(s on some O,s-basis of 
(I’ @ 6’@ O’Y. Then it follows from Lemma 1.1 that there is G E GL,(Os) such that 
Let x’ E St(O.Y) such that 4(x’) = A” ‘. There is y E St(Os) such that 
4(Y)= (” G-1) 
Then 4(y-‘~‘y) = G-‘A’G = A” so there is z E &(0’S) such that y-‘x’y = xz. 
Since x”’ E K2(&) we have x’~ = yP’x’“y and so 
X “1 = (y- ‘x’y)‘l = (xz)‘~ = Xn*” 
From this we see that we can define a map 
ti: P,, x Cl(O:,)+ &((%)ln 
by I?( <, [n]) = 2. 
Lemma 1.3. Let n, and a2 be non-zero ideals of ~9~ and let i E Pi. Then we have 
H(L [~,1[?4-l, 5)“(n-‘)‘2 = fi( 5, [n,])ti( i, [a& . 
Proof. Let 6, E [n,lP’ and 62 E [n,]-’ such that n,u, and 6’6, are relatively 
prime. Choosing Qbases of n, CI3 b, Cl3 OS and u2 @ 6, @ O,Y we get matrices 2, and 
~~of~~,,~1,,,$(i-‘),yand5,,1~lh2~(5~’)~,~ on these bases. Choose a basis of 
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n,n2 CD b, 6, CD C7y and let A be the matrix of 5 ,,,, 17 CB lb,,, z C3 ( <-‘),,,5 on this basis. 
Using Lemma 1.2 we get a commuting diagram _ 
and from this we see that there is GE GL,(C&) such that 
It is easy to see that there are x,x, ,x2 E St(C&) such that 
4(x) = A” , [x3 h4.h( i>I = 1 1 4(x, > = 2 I 3 
+(x2) = (” A,) and [x,, x2] = 1 . 
Then fi( <, [n,][n,]) =x”, k( 5, [n,]) = x; and Z?( <, [n,]) = z. Let y E St(Os) such 
that 
then +(Yx,x,Y-'1 = @(xh,.,(i)) so there is z E K2(0,y) such that yx,x&’ = 
xh,,,( 6)~. Then 
2(i-> b,l>fiG [%I> 
,z II = XIX2 
rr ,I - I = YX,X,Y 
= (YX,X,Y~‘)” 
= (Xh,.,( l)z)” 
= X”h,,,( <)“z” 
= X’%,~,( 0” 
= XII(_l, 5}W)‘2 
= fi( <, [n,][rQ]){-1, <}‘1()1-‘)‘2 , 
where we have used the relation h,,,( <)‘I = h,,,( if’){ -1, <}“(np’)“. 0 
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Lemma 1.4. Let n be a non-zero ideal of ~9~ and {, , [, E pu,. Then we have 
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Proof. This follows easily from the fact that p,, is cyclic. q 
Proposition 1.5. We can define a homomorphism 
H : p,, @Cl(O.s)-+ K2(f7s)ln 
Proof. This follows easily from Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4. 0 
Remark 1.6. Notice that if n is odd or n = 0 (mod 4), then we have that 
n(n-I)/2 _ 
{-L,l> -1. 
2. The map Z : p, @C1(0,)+K2(0,)/n 
Let F be a number field, containing a primitive nth root of unity, and let S be a 
finite set of primes of F, containing the infinite primes. 
By definition of the ideal class group of O’Y we have an exact sequence 
F**,~sk-,Cl(O+O 
and by tensoring this with EL,, we get the following exact sequence 
/.A,, @IF*-+ @ (2) 
1’F.s 
P,, -+ P,, @ Cl( 0.5 ) + 0 . 
By [ll, 6. l] we have an exact sequence 
/J,, @ F* -& K2 (F) --% K,(F), (3) 
where y is defined by y( [ Q? a) = {(Y, S}. 
Since by [l, 4.31 SK,(O.s) = 0, we get from Quillen’s exact localisation sequence 
[S, Corollary to Theorem 51 the well-known exact sequence 
03 KAfJs:r)+ K,(F) %z,k6_0, 
where k, denotes the residue class field O,Yln and T,, is defined by 
T,({a, p>> = (_l)u,(a)u,,(p)pu,,cu)/~uo,(p) 
(4) 
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Combining sequences (2), (3) and (4) we get the following commuting 
diagram 
P,, @ F” - @ p,, - P,, @Cl(~,)-0 
I Y 
0- K,(q) - K,(F) 
>O 
I ,, 
K,(F) 
An easy diagram chase shows that we can define a homomorphism 
I : j_q, @C1(G,s)* K2(G,y)/n 
by I( i @ [t-t]) = x”, where x E K,(F) is such that for all primes n of F not in S we 
have T,(X) = <U”(n’ E k:. Notice that in fact x” E K2(F) and not xI1 E K2(Gs). 
Theorem 2.1. If S contains the primes dividing n, then I is injective. 
Proof. This follows from [ll, 6.21 or [4, 3.51. u 
3. Equality of H and Z 
Let F be a number field, containing a primitive nth root of unity, and let S be a 
finite set of primes of F, containing the infinite primes. Then we have two 
homomorphisms 
H,I : pcL, @C1(0,)+ K,(fJ)in 
Theorem 3.1. H = I. 
Proof. Let 5 E p, and n # 0, a non-zero idea1 of (!JY. Choose an ideal b E [n]- ’ 
such that n and 11 are relatively prime. Let a,, E ct and b,, E b such that a,, + b,, = 1 
and let c,, E nb such that nb = ~~~0.~. Then we can take as O,s-basis of n @ b @ O.Y 
((a,,, b,,, O), (c,,? -c,,, O), (O,(), 1)) 
The matrix of <,, @ l,, EIJ ( <-‘),,Y on this basis is 
, 
A = (l- lf;a,,b,,lc,, 
i 
(i - lk,, 
u 
0 0 5 
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where ~1 = a,, + lb,, and u’ = la,, + b,,. Diagonalizing A, over F, we get 
Let x = ~~.~(-l)~~.,(b,,)h?.~(-c,,) E WI and Y = C’h,,,( 6)x E St(F). Then 
and 4(Y) = A. We may assume that u # 0, so we can reduce A to a diagonal 
matrix in the following way 
We see that for 
x = x,,,((5 - l>co~~>x,.,((l- l)a,,b,,ui(c,,i))h,,,(u)h,,,(5) E St(F) 
we also have 4(X) = A. Using well-known relations (see for example [5]) we 
have 
Y= ~*,,(-c,,)~‘X2.1(-~,,)X,.2(l)~1.3(1) 
x,.2(-1)x*,1(b,,)h2.3(-c,,) 
= h,,,(-c,,)~‘h,,,(i)h,.,(-co)x2.,(ibolco) 
x,.2(-c,,II)XI.?(c,~)X?,I(-bolco) 
= Cl, -c,,>h,.,(i)x7,,(ibolc,,) 
x1.2(( 5 - l)c,,/5)x,.,(-b,,ic,,) 
and 
x = x,.,((i - l)C,,~~b,,l ((i - l)a,,b,,ui(c,,i))hz.,(u)h,.,(i) 
= ~z,,(~)~,.3(5)X1.?((5 - 1) w~S>x,.,((i - lb,,W(c,,u)) 3 
SO 
XY-’ 
= h*,,(u)h,,,(i)x,.2((5 - l>c,,u~i)x,.,((i - lhW(w)) 
%.I(WC~~)X,.2((1 - i)c,,~i>x,.,(-~~,,~c,,)~,,,(5)-‘{-c,,, d-1 
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Now let Y’ = Y{-c,,, 0, then we have $(Y’) = 4(Y). Let 2 ESt(Os) be such 
that 4(Z) = A. Then 4(Z) = +(Y’) so ZY’-’ E K,(F). Now let P fi?! S be a prime 
of F and let 0,, denote the local ring {(Y E F 1 u,(a) 2 O}. By [9, p. 1141 we have 
that SK,(ob,) = 0, so we have an exact sequence like sequence (4) 
We distinguish two cases: 
l c,,$n. Then ZY’-’ E K2(tlu), so T,,(ZY’-‘) = 1 = <U~l(‘t’ because u,,(a) = 0. 
l c,,En. Then a,,Ep or b,,En, so u={(modn) or u=l (mod&r), so ZX-‘E 
K,(t$) and thus r,>(ZX-I)‘= 1. So r,,(ZY’-‘) = r,,(XY’-‘) = r,({-c,,/b,,, u}). 
Again we have two cases: 
- a,, E P. Then b,, = 1 (mod $1) and II = [ (mod $I), so r,({ -co/b,,, u}) = ~ ~ 
i 
L*,,(c,,) - 
-5 U1l(ll) because u,(b) = 0. 
- b,, E p. Then u = 1 (mod n), so T~)( {-c,,/b,,, u}) = ? = JuUCit) because uo(u) = 
0. 
We see that for all primes p $ S we have T,~(ZY’~‘) = j’~(“) and since ZY’-’ E 
K,(F) we get 
I( (@[n]) = (zY'-'y = Z"(Y'-'y7 
which proves the theorem. q 
4. Finding non-trivial elements in K,(OF) using the map H 
Now we can use the map H to compute an element in KZ(QF) for a number field 
F. Since H = I, we can use the fact that I is injective, under certain conditions, to 
show that the computed element is not trivial. 
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Example 4.1. Let F = CD(-) and y1 = 2. Since Cl(Q) is cyclic of order 4, 
generated by the class of the ideal (3, 1 + m), and the class of the ideal (2, 
1-t m) has order 2 we see from Theorem 2.1 that H( -18 [(3,1 + m)]) is 
a non-trivial element in 1Y,(0~-)/2, which we will now compute. 
Let n = (3,l + 2/-i-7) and b = (3,l -m) and choose a,, = 5 - m, b,, = 
-4 + -\r-i7 and c,, = 3. Then 
-9+2- -6 
2-6m 9-2V’?i? 
0 
i 
-9+2v’?i? 
= 2-6m 
0 
Now 
i -9+2- 2-6+i? 0 -9+2- 0 6 0 1
-9+2~‘?? -3+2- 0 
-7-4G.F 
0 
and we have 
and 
(-9 + 2m)” = 1 (mod (-3 + 2v’??)) 
Let 
(-7 - 4-)‘= 1 (mod (2 - 6m)). 
A= i 
-9+2- -3+2- 0 
2-6m 1 
-7-4m 0 , 
0 0 1 
B, = e,,2(-3 + 2m)e,,,(-24494 - 4562a) 
( 
(-9 + 2Vqs -3+2- 0 
= -24494 4562m 1 
- 
0 0 0 1i 
and 
B2 = e,,,(-2 + 6m)e,,,(-4124 + 116m) 
= i 
(-7 - 4GqJ -2+6- 0 
-4124 + 116m 1 
0 0 
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Then we can use the method of Carter and Keller [3, Lemma l] to transform B, 
to A’ and B, to ((a-‘)‘)‘. We get 
A’= e,,,(-647806179 - 1286835682/=17)e,,,(-1) 
e,.,(6318660625 - 909560258m)B,e,,,(-81164 + 28508m) 
e,,,(-35037 + 23808V’??)e,,,(16 + 2m)e,,J784 + 1394m) 
e,,,(-l)e,.,(-185 - 64m)e,,,(-16 - 2.\/-17)e,,,(187 + 64m) 
e,,,(591670992 + 30176106a)e,,,(32420174 - 2185858~) 
~~(-9 + 2m)q,(297351435369093 - 247408965066014fl) 
e3,?(- 148910332372493 - 18253818116YO58~) 
and 
((&‘)r)4 = e2,,(427957 - 346848m)e,.,(-1) 
e,,,(34522373 + 3261368V??)BBzez,,(6552 + 714m) 
e,,,(-970 - 1458m)e2,3(15 + 2m)e,,2(-203 - 66GU) 
e,,,(-l)e,.,(lS + 2m)e,,,(-15 - 2G-D) 
e,_,(171 + 62m)e,,,(1438966 - 359994m) 
e,,,(33066 - 26734m)e2,,(-7 - 4m) 
e,,,(-37802419165 - 36572171094m) 
e,,>(-49782325739 + 50802687168m) 
Since A = A’((($‘)‘)‘) ‘t 1 IS now easy to find a lift Z E St(Q_) of A and we have 
H(-1@[(3,1 +GV)])=z’{-1, -l}. 
Notice that by [2, 3.4.11 we have KZ(0F)/4zz/4 and since Z’{-1, -l} gener- 
ates Kz(QF)/4 we have Z’{-I, -l} # (-1, -l}. 
5. The map J : pn @ ker N+ K,(Os)ln 
In the preceding sections, the number field F always contained a primitive nth 
root of unity. What now if F is not of that kind? Then we simply adjoin a 
primitive nth root of unity to F, so that we are in the same situation as before. To 
return to our original field F we then use the transfer map (see [5]). 
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For the sake of briefness we will assume that n = p is an odd prime number. 
The more general situation PI = pe is treated in [7]. 
Let F be a number field, not containing a primitive pth root of unity, and let S 
be a finite set of primes of F, containing the infinite primes. Let L denote the 
splitting field of X” - 1 over F (assuming that L C @) and let d = [L/F] denote 
the degree of L over F. Let T denote the set of primes of L above the primes in S. 
Let r = Gal(L/F) denote the Galois group of L over F. 
By the theory of the preceding sections we have a homomorphism 
H = I : /J,, @Cl(Q,.)* &(Q)lp . 
Let N denote the norm map 
N: Cl(~l)+Cl(6;s). 
We will now consider the composite map 
J : p,, @ ker N-+ P,, @C1(QT) 3 K2(OT)lpA K*(?s)lP 3 
where tr denotes the transfer map. 
From now on we will assume that S contains the primes dividing p. Then p is a 
unit in fYy. 
Lemma 5.1. Let < E p,, be a primitive pth root of unity. Then 0, = O,s[ (1, so as an 
O.s-module G;‘7 is free of rank d with basis (1, (, . . . , l”-‘). 
Proof. 0, is the integral closure of O,s in L, so by [lo, 4.111 
Since p is a unit in 0s the lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Let (1 be a non-zero ideal of 19~ such that [n] E ker N. Then n 
considered as an O,s-module is free of rank d. 
Proof. Since 0, is free of rank d as an O.s-module the following diagram 
commutes 
K,,(O,)~Z@Cl(O,.) 
I 
tT 
I 
-rl@N 
K,,(&) z z@cl(O,s) 
Let n,Y denote the module n considered as an O.Y-module. [n] maps under the top 
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isomorphism to (1, [n]) so [n,] maps under the bottom isomorphism to 
(4 NUnI)) = (4 [(%I> an d so, by construction of the isomorphism, n, s S$ as an 
OS-module. 0 
Notation 5.3. Let n be a non-zero ideal of OT such that [n] E ker N and let 5 E p,,. 
We will denote by A’; E GL,l(Os) the matrix of multiplication by 5 on some 
OS-basis of u. 
Notice that A’; is uniquely determined, except for conjugation with an element 
of GL,(O,Y). Also notice that (A:)” = 1 and so (det(A’i))” = 1. Since F does not 
contain a primitive pth root of unity, we see that det(Ai) = 1. 
Notation 5.4. For a ring R and a manic polynomialf E R[X] we will denote by A, 
the companion matrix off, i.e. if f= Xk + a,_,XkP’ + . . . + a,X + a,,, then 
A,= 
‘0 . . . 0 -a,) 
1 -0, 
. . 
1 -‘k-l 
Remark 5.5. Notice that [S,] E ker N and for a primitive pth root of unity < E pP 
we can take (1, 5, . . , l”-‘) as O.Y-basis of I!?~,, so we get 
A”7 = A 
i ‘“< ) 
where mi is the minimum polynomial of i over F. 
Now let n be a non-zero ideal of 0, such that [n] E ker N and let 5 E r-~, be a 
primitive pth root of unity. Then Ai E SL,(D.s) C SL(O,?) and since SL(Os) = 
E(Q) there is x E St(O,s) such that 4(x) = A:. 
Proposition 5.6. J( 5 @ [(I]) = x”. 
Proof. Choose b E [n]-’ such that n and b are relatively prime and choose some 
O,-basis of n@ b@ B,.. Let A be the matrix of <,, 63 1, @(c-I),,. on the chosen 
basis and let y E St(&) such that 4(y) = A. Then H( i @[n]) = 7, since 
p is odd, 
Now let B be the matrix of &, @l,, @(<-‘),,, on an rZjY-basis of n@ b @3 DT and 
let z E St(O.$) such that 4(z) = B. Then by definition of the transfer map (see [5]) 
we have 
- 
tr(y”) =P. 
Since n, b and 0, are all free O~s-modules, we can choose O’s-bases of u, b and B,, 
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and together they make up an Q-basis of (I@ b 63 0,. Let B’ be the matrix of 
d@W(C-Ye, on this new basis and let z’ E St(os) such that $(z’) = B’. Since 
there is G E GL3rl(0’Y) such that B’ = GBG-’ it follows that 7 = z”‘. NOW 
and so if w~St(0.~) is such that 4(w) = AF’Jhen z”’ =x’w-I’. To prove 
the proposition we now only have to prove that wP = 1. 
Let H = {(~1e(~, 1(T E r} = {h,, . . . , hd} and let (T,, . . . , a, E Gal(Q( S)/Q) 
such that u = [Q( [)/Q]ld, CT, = l,(,, and Gal(Q( l)/Q) = Hv, U. *. U Ha,. Let 
m denote the minimum polynomial of 5 over Q and let m, denote the minimum 
polynomial of ci( 6) over F. Then m is of degree D = p - 1 and m, is of degree d. 
Notice that mi EZ[<][X]. Let d’ = d - 1, D’ = D - 1 and u’ = u - 1. Say 
m = X” + a,_,X”-’ + . . . + a,X + a,, E Z[X] 
and 
If K is a field, f= Xk + b,_,Xkp’ + *. . + b,X+ b,, E K[X] and (Y E K is such 
that f(a) = 0, then 
(b,,akp’, b,,ak-2 + bp-‘, , 
k-l b,,a+b,cx2+...+bk_2a ,-ak)EKk 
is an eigenvector of A, with eigenvalue (Y. Notice that 
boa 
k-l 
b,P k-2 + b,ak-’ 
b,,a + b,a’+...+ bk_,akml 
k 
-a 
Now let 
h,a;(l) . . . 
h,q,(LJ *.a 
\h,v;(~D’) ... h,&( lD’) h,a;( 5”‘) . . . h,&( lD’)j 
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in Mat,(Z[[]) and 
Y= E Mat,(Z). 
a, a, ... a,, 
From (5) we deduce that 
(YX)-‘&(YX) 
(6) h,a,( 6.) h,dL’) 
. 
idi) 
in Mat,(Q([)). N ow (det(X))* = disc( 1, <, . . , <“‘) E Z and disc(1, J, . . , 
[“‘) divides pD so we have X E GL,(Z[ <][ f]). Since a,, = A$“‘( 6) = 1 we have 
Y EGL,(Z). We see that (6) even holds in Mat,(Z[i][i]). Let 
h,v,,(l) ... hda,(l) 
... hd+) 
. r 
EMat (z[il) 
d 
. . . h,a;( S”‘) 
and 
Y, = E Mat,(Z[ <I) . 
‘io ‘,I ’ ’ . ‘Id’ 
From (5) we deduce 
(7) 
in Mat,(Q(l)). Now (det(X,))* = disc(1, CT~( S), . . , a,(S)“‘) E Z[ l] and 
disc(1, a,(&‘), . . , u,( 0”‘) divides pd so we have X, E GL,(Z[[][,‘]). Since 
ajo = Nk( <) = 1 we have Y, E GL,(Z[[]). We see that (7) even holds in 
Matd(Zt <l[fl>. 
From (6) and (7) it follows that 
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(YX)-‘A,(YX) 
=[ylxl *.. yux’(“: ...A.;ii’;“l ?J 
SO 
‘A,” 
= T-‘A,T, 
where 
T= YX[ylx’ --. yvxI 
in GL,(Z[ S][ ,k]) c GL,(O,). Let 
hP;(ld) 
D, = 
Then 
x, x, 
X,D, X,0, . . . X,0, 
X= . 
i. . 
. * * X” 
. 
X,.0’;’ X,‘D;’ . . . X,.0;’ 
and so 
X,' 
x ..* 
i 1 X,’ 
'd 
=I . 
Zd 
X,D,X;’ X?DzX; 1 
(X,D,X;‘)“’ (X2D2i;‘)“’ 
. . . Zd 
. . . X,0,X,’ 
. . . (X,D,& 
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For h E H there is a permutation matrix P E GL,(Z) such that h(X,) = X,P and 
h(D,) = Pm’D,P. From this we see that for all h E H we have 
hX 
i 
so 
E Mat,(F). 
X,’ 
Since also Y,Y, E Mat,(F) we have T E Mat,(F) and since T E GL,(O,) we 
even have T E GL,(C$). 
Now let i=(l,a,(i),~,({)~,. . . , a,( 0”‘) be an O,y-basis of 0, and let A,j E 
GL,l(O’s) be the matrix of multiplication with vj( i) on the basis i. Let S, E 
GL,(C$) be the transition matrix from basis i to basis j. Then 
A,i = S,‘A S- II I’ . 
Notice that 
A,, = Am, .
Let b,; E Z such that a,( 0 = v,( ~)‘IJ, then Ai, = (Ali)“~ and so 
A,,,, = A;; = (A,,)“l = S,‘A;;‘S,, = S,‘A:$S,, . 
Now let 
then 
W-lA,,,W= (8) 
Since A, E SL(Z) = E(Z) there is I E St(Z) such that 4(I) = A,,, and from (8) we 
see that 
- 
(W/yI+~..+~“I = r” 
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in K,(O’S)/p. Now 1” E E‘&(Z) and by [5, 10.21 K?(Z) z 212 so I’ has exponent 2 
and so, since p is odd, 1” = 1 in K2(Z)lp as well as in K,(Os)lp. 
(Zip)” is cyclic. Let a E B be such that ti is a generator of (Zip)“. If we identify 
Gal(Q( <)/Q) with (Z/p)*, H corresponds to the subgroup generated by tinid 
and we can choose u,, . , au such that {u,, . . . , a,} corresponds to 
, ii, . . . , a -n”‘-‘}. Then we can take b,, , . , b,, such that {b,,. . . . , b,,} = 
,a,...,a D’d-‘}. We get 
1 = (Wp)l+r,+...+al’d-’ = (I;F)$+ . 
(9) 
If p](a”‘d - 1) then (p - l)I(Dld). But then d = 1, which contradicts the fact that 
F contains no primitive pth root of unity. So gcd(p, aDid - 1) = 1 and so, from - 
(9), it follows that w” = 1. 0 
Remark 5.7. A map using Proposition 5.6 as its definition was also suggested by 
F. Keune. 
Proposition 5.8. If #r = 2, then J is injective. 
Proof. Let s : Cl( 6,)( p)+ Cl(rZYY)( p) d enote the map induced by N on the 
p-primary parts. From the commuting diagram 
Cl(%>( PI“‘, Cl(O,)( p) 
Ii / 1% 
Cl(% )( P) ++ cl(q)(p) 
it follows that ker fi = ker(1 + y). For x E ker( 1 + y) and < E p,> we have 
so 6 @x E ( pu, @ Cl(0,)( p))‘: In this way we get a homomorphism 
and this is an isomorphism. Now it is easy to see that the map H = I is a 
homomorphism of r-modules and since p,, @ ker i-+ p,, @ ker N is an iso- 
morphism we only have to show that the composite map 
~~ @ker fi+(p,, @Cl(B,-))I‘& (K,(O,)/p)“--lf, KI(Q.s) /P 
is injective. From [4, 5.31 it follows that (p,, @ Cl(8’,))“-+ K,(O:,)lp is injective 
and from the above the proposition now follows. 0 
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6. Finding non-trivial elements in Z&(0,) using the map J 
Now we can use the map I to compute an element in IY~(c!Y~F) for a number field 
F. We use Proposition 5.8 to show that the computed element is not trivial. 
Example 6.1. Let F = Q(m) and p = 3. Let L = F(p), where p = e2Vi’3. Then 
we have as in [12, lO.lO] 
(J(%)(3) = Cl(%,V=iz,)(3) @Cl(%(vY?i,)(3) . 
Cl(0o,a,) z Z/3 is generated by the class of a prime dividing 5 and the prime 
dividing 3 is principal in Q!(x~%). In O(m), 5 remains prime. Since 
D[_ = ~!&[p], it is easy to calculate the decomposition of 5 in L. We get 
(5) = (5, p - (2 + GiF7))(5, p - (2 - GiF7)) . 
Now let p = (5, p - (2+-)). Then N([p]) = [(5)] = 1 so p@[n]E 
pL3 @ ker N. Since p @ [p] # 1, it follows from Proposition 5.8 that J( p @ [p]) is a 
non-trivial element in K2( OF;;> /3, which we will now compute. 
We have 
p=5q_+((p-(2+CiC7))C7~ 
= 50F + 5pQF + (p - (2 + GiF7))q. + (p - (2 + V=iC7))p0F. 
Since 
5p = 5(2 + m) + 5( p - (2 + 6i8)) 
and 
(p - (2 + GiC7))p 
=-p-l-(2+GiG?)f)p 
=-l-(3+GiF7)p 
= - (3 + m)( p - (2 + m)) + 5(20 - m) , 
we see that 
and that 
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*"= 2+m 20-v=im 
P 
i 5 -3-m 
-3+m 
5 
We have 
(-3+m)22= 1 (mod23) 
and 
(-3 - m)” = 1 (mod 5). 
Let 
-3+GiCiY 23 0 
A= 5 -3-XRE 0 , 
0 0 1 ‘i 
B, = e1,,(23)e&,) 
=i 
(-3+m)2’ 23 0 
XI 10. 
0 0 1 1 
where 
x, = -2218956341705717921703 +15708350289241178112~, 
and 
B2 = elk5)e2,,W 
= i (-3-CiK7)2’ x  0 -5 0 1 0 1i > 
where 
xz = -330631444206063924019+86124344291851501568~. 
Again using the technique of [3, Lemma 11 we can transform B, to A22 and B, to 
((A-1)')21. Since A = A22(((Am')r)21)' it is then easy to find a lift Z E St(oF) of A: 
and we have by Proposition 5.6 
J(P@bl) = z”. 
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